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o:r1ll:inated intrndm:tion of mobile n:n:d  wirl!I~Js tl>mmunications (Ul\f'!S) in the 
Comm~nity.  · 
Th1s proposal for a European ParJiam~nt and Councii Decision  lays down conditions in 
view ofth2 co-cnlinated intn:;>duction by Member States of  the third generation mobile and 
wireless communications (UlviTS)in the European Union· on· the basis of  the existing 
Europ~an  Ui1ion Jeg:al  framework. U1v1TS will offer us~rs a\vireless access to the Internet 
and other multi-media services in. addition to mobile telephony and messaging services 
already avai!able today. 
The Commission presented on 15.10.1997. a  Communic~tion on the strategy and policy 
orientations with regard to the further development of  mobile and wireless  · 
comm~rucations (Ul\'ITS). This communication reported on the consultations with 
.  .  \. 
Member States and sector players on the basis of  a previous communication of29.5_.~7 
and set out an action plan for creating a favour~ble  'environment for the development. 
ofUMTS1..  .  .. 
This decision proposal is a reply to the Council's invitation to the Commission "to 
,s-21bmit by early 1998, a proposal  for a European Parliameill and  Council Decisiml . 
which would enable orientations tobe established on the substance of  the issue and 
facilitate within the existing Community-legalframework the early li~ensing of  UMT$ 
services .emf.!, if  appropriate and on the basis of  the existing repartiiion of 
compet1mcies, h1 respect ofco-ordinatedallocation of  frequencies in the Community 
and  pan-European roaming'.2 ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
In-its rewlution of29 January 1998
3
,  the European Parliament also expres.sed strong. 
support to the Commission's_Communication of 15 October 1997 and stressed the urgent 
n;eed fo:r .a European ~pproach in particular  OJ) regulation, standardisation and. frequency 
aJ1oca11on.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
2. Doa-tkg:.·otuld 
The 1994 Green Paper ''?n mobile and personal communications 
4 already stressed the 
·  im~mrtaric:e of  the future development of  mobile and personal communications in the 
Communaty nncl at global level. The Community has plnyed a· major role 1n the development 
ofthe i3econd generat!ori of  mobile communications including GSM and related digital 
communicatlons s:ervices\ this is now a great market success with more than 70 million 
1 COM<37)51,3 final,  15.10.97 ·Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament, the  . 
E~mlc  and Seelal C_ommll!sa and lhll Committee of !he Reglor.s • Slr'iltagy snd policy orfentslions with regard to the · 
7u7loor devalo~ent  of moblle ~r.d wlrs!ess commuriicstlons (UMTS) • Oulccms oflha public consultation 11ncl propooal& 
1M  cr~mlng  ~)~vour!lols-erwironmant, snd COM(97)217final, 29.5.37. Communlc!'Jtlon to the Eurcpe!!ln P11rll11ment, !hill 
. Couooll, !ha Economic nnd Soda! Commltl:l}S amd the Commlllsa of ths fbglons-on !he further tleveiopmsnt of moblls snd 
11'ilrnla<» eommunlcmllon\l - Challen<)3G !.md cholcsil ·1or thD European Union. 
2 Council r:onchJ~iom 'Jll Dacl!mb-ar 1997.  ·  ·  .  .  . 
s Eiirc~  ?!lrl!~mlint t'l~~ttlutiorl or 2!.1  Jt~nusl')f 1996 • A~2i  ISS.  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  . 
4 Grnn P2p!lr t~n ~  eommon 21pprOJJch to mubll& !lnd peraonmf communlcstl!ms Jn ·!h3 European Uniun,  COM(~)  1  <.15 
1lll-lll, 27.4.lM.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . "  . 
8  Col.lm:lll'bc.oolmJ7'j;jn~\cn o123 Jul'l;g 1967 onlhJ  cocmllnn!cr~d lnlrotl\Jc~lori of publ!c p11n:europaan c911uluu dlglt!!il  ~nd­
loii<Mld mcbii3J.cllmmunleillllonl) In lh& Comrnunlly (OJ l1  96; ·17.7.'87, :p.31) I_ 
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users in more than -110  co~ntries. Mobile cornrnunications· used to connect computers and· -
to  acces~ the. Intetnet as well as sate!lite bt.scd personal cominunica.tions· systems are also 
appearing and developing against the brtckground of  full opening to competition of 
td~communications markets in most I\fember $tates on 1 January 1998.. 
-Building on these developments, the co~ununications industry is. developjng a strategic 
vision on the neXt generation of  digital mobile systems referred to in Europe as the 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System: (UMTS). Therefore, details of  future service 
- concepts and user requirements need to be considered in order to formulate regulatory, · 
frequency and standardisation responses et e Community and nation&! level. 
The ad_option of  the proposed decision will prove political detcrmim:.tion to -make 
UMTS a success, thereby creating-favourable conditions for the development of 
UMTS and providing for the necessary legal certainty to industry. 
The European market for celluiar mobile services including UMTS is expected to 
.reach in the year 2005 over 1  00 BECU annual 'revenues with sornc 200 million 
subscribers. The global market is expected-to grow even faster, in particular in Asia  . 
· UMTS should lead-to the creation oftens of  thousands of  new jobs in the Community 
in a highly advanced and strategiC sector of  the economy. 
In ~ddition to the terrestrial segment, UMTS will also include a satellite component :which 
will be of  particular importance. to developing countries. This must be considered in the 
context of  the increasing role of  satellites in the global economy.
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In view. of  the development ofUMTS in the European Union and within Community's 
main: trade partners, a strong home market in Europe would provide the best 
conditions fot European industry to compete on the global market and allow it to 
consolidate the leading position that it holds today on the world marketwith GSM and 
in the creation of  a global "wireless Information Society".  . 
This proposed decision comes immediately after industry has reached consensus on 29 
Janu_ary 1.998 within ETSI
7 on the  ·radio interface technology concept for UMTS. This 
reflects the need. for a common, open and  internationally competitive standard for the 
UMTS radio interface. In addition to this p-reliminary agreement, the technical 
specifications of  this radio-interface standard will now need to be defined and various 
issues ~uch as intellectual property rights attached to it wili need to be solved  .. 
While there is broad recognition. that uMTS development nmst be market-led, 
administrations should ensure that the existing regulatory framework is fully exploited to 
facilitate innovation and investment for UMTS. Industry almost unanimously considers that 
an early clarification ofHcensing regimes anq certainty as regards the timely availability of 
frequencies are key to future success.  ·  · 
Community regulatory action is necessary on licensing procedures, spectrum availability 
and harmonisation as well as standardisation to-ensure the development ofConui}unity-· 
wide and pan-European services through the rapid introduction of  compatible UMTS high 
quality services: For this purpose, .diverging.national administrative actions need to be 
Council Dlfedlve or 25 June 1987 on the f~0qusncy  bandlil ta be re&Gr,re<: for INi coordinated introouctloo of public p<m· 
·Ef.l!'Q~n cetlul&r dlgitalliiifld..ba:w.f mcbilfi ecmmunfcatiorm irt the Communlll>; (OJ L 100, 17.7.87, p.85;  1  5  SG:i for CJa:mple lhs recent Commist!-loo  Corn~mm!Cllilicn on  11;  Tronrt-EurcpGOln Sm!e!l!tc. PosftlonlfiG an~  Navf:;ra!km 
s:y.mem &doptoo c,.., 2.1. January 1  sse COM (~}29 
7 ETSI: l:uropattrt T!alr,.om:nun!cdlonf! Sta!'IOOrdlt  !n~ttlfU\e 
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.• avoh~ed in order not to hinder or prevent the provision of  Community-wide UMTS serVices 
and the free movement of  relctted equipment and services. 
In the fram~work of  existing EU legislation and in particular of  the Licensing Directive
8
, the 
decision aims to set up  without delay the conditions of  appli_cation of  existing legislation · 
regard1ng UNITS.  ·  - · 
·.Timing is essential as 
" 
~  th~ first phase ofm1TS  development will lead to the introduction ofuMrS services by 
2002;  .  . 
::.  a  strat~gy fo: the introduction ofUM:TS in  th~  Europeari Union taking int,o 
consideration the need to promote the UMTS standard as a key element of  the 
recorr'.mendation for the' next generation il,lobile.communications (named IMT-2000} 
· '  currently in preparation at the International Telecommunications Union (ITU)' for 
imp1ementation ih the year 2000; the agreement reached in ETSI on 29 January 1998 on 
the lJlVITS radio interface technology now positions UMTS as a strong candidate for 
acceptance as a global standard in this global context.  ·  - · 
o  additional fr~quency spectrum needs to be allocated at European level-in order to meet 
market demand;  ·  ·  · 
a~  harmonisation of  licensing conditions is-becoming necessary as certain Member 
· States are already faced with applications for the provision of  advanced mobile.  · 
communications services in frequency bands reserved for lJMTS.  · 
3. Aim$ anrl Object5ves of th2 proposed Decision 
The purpose ofthe decision is to provide without delay at Community level for specific 
measur~s for l\rfeinber States reg:mHng the harmonised introduction ofUMtS in the 
European Union which the L~censing Directive alone or individual action by Member . 
, S~ates c~nnot eitsure or provide.  ·  ·  · 
A European Union-decision is considered to be the most effective way to .ensure th~ 
ha~onised nnd rapid-introduction of  compatibie UMTS services so as to secure 
Europe-wide roaming offbture UMTS services through the timely and Eurqpe-wide 
availability of  freque-ncy spectrum for illv1TS as well as-·c'ommon; open and  - .  · 
· internatjonally competitive. standards to ensure the deve-lopment of  Community-wide 
~nd  pan~Europ:ean sel"Vices.  .  .. - -
Tfljs cl:cis1on extends the harmonisation :process _Of the Licensing Directiv·e, which 
involves the CEPT and comitology: This wiH apply to bot;h general authorisations  and 
to individual licenses.  Th~ decision also requires that licenses be based on E:uropenn 
standa:rds,developed by:E1'Sl where available.  ·  · · 
.  '\  .  •  •  I  •  • 
a  DINCt~Ye 97/13/EC ofth3 Europ3an ?ilrli$lmenl l'lnt! of lh'a Ccuncll of.1 0 April 1  S97 on a common :rn~meworldor  ~ansral 
authorlaationillnd.1ntlMduel !lconaea ln Uls ile_ltl oftlll<lcornmunl::3llona ~rAces  (OJ L 117 ilf7.5.97,)'.15)- _·  · 
3 4;.  A.ppHc~IllUty of  the p.r·a(lased lleds(on 
1fember States·  and their m:tiorlal regulatory authorities have an important-role to·  play  . 
tli. the granting of  licences and authorisations. They will be required by the decision to 
exercise their role and responsibilities.- in a hannonised way.  The decision also provides 
for co-operation with the CEPTIERC and CEPT/ECTRA
9 and refers to standards to 
be developed by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). 
!1ember States wHI therefore be r~quired to allow the harmonised  pr~vision ofUMTS 
semces on their territory by 1 January 2002 at the latest and in particular to establish a 
harmonised authorisation system for UiviTS no later ths.n  l January 2000.  This will 
require specific measures such as the ha.mi.onisaticn offrequencies in co-operation with 
the CEPT as well as the introduction, for organisations providing UM:TS networks, of 
rights and obligations to negotiate roaming agreements with similar organisations to 
provid~ seamless Community-wide service coverage. In particular, licensing should be 
based on a common,· open and internationally competitive radio~  interface standard to- · 
· be developed by ETSI.  ·  -
The scope of  the decision needs to be defined. The proposed decision in Annex I defines 
key characteristics ofUMTS. By doing so, the Commission reflects the Council's request 
for substantive_ orientations on UMTS. Although the concept ofUMTS is indeed difficult to 
define, the characteristics listed reflect the common understanding on UMTS by all actors -
consulted.  · 
- As to-spectrum, the proposed decision provides that UMTS services must be organised in 
frequency bands which are _harmonised _by  CEPT.- Sufficient spectrum must be allocated 
before UMTS services are commercially deployed and a clear strategy is. necessary for the 
release of such spectrum as demand for UMTS further increases.  The proposed decision 
sets out a methodology, in a similar way as foreseen in the S-PCS decision
10
,  for the timely 
-implementation at  Community level  of spectrum_ allocations  identified  by  the CEPT.  A 
provisional timetable is set out in Annex If  of  the proposed decision.  - · 
Harmonisation will  be done through comitology wi.th  the Licensing Committee set up by 
the Licensing-Directive 97/13/EC. This will involve a Committee I and lib. 
At international level, , given the agreements signed in  the World Trade Organisation, the 
Commission shall take all" necessary a<;:tions to implement existing international agreements_. 
. and may ask for a mandate for further multilateral or bilateral negotiations. 
.  . 
The Commis_sion shall report to the Council and the European Parliament on the 
application of  the decision after two years.-Specitic information obligations will also 
bear on Member States. The-decision will be valid for a period of  four years. 
°  CEPT: Europesn Conferance of Postal and Telecommunications A.dminlatrntion~ 
. ECTRA: European Committoe for Talecommunlcationa Regulatory Aff~lra 
ERC: Europclltl Rtidiocommun!cetl01l8 Commlttao  .  · 
10 Declelon 71 0197/EC of the European Frm!Emen! and the Council, of 24 March i 997 c;>~c Co-ordinated a~llorleatlon 
approach In the flGl!ci ot satellite pomona! eomml.llllcatlona serv'~Cae In thEi Community (OJ L 1  05 of 23.4.97, p.4}  .  .  .  .  ' 
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5. Suminarv and Content of the proposed Decision 
·Article 1 defines the basic purpose of  the decision:-
., <  ·  Article 2 contains the definition ofUMTS. Orientations on the substance ofthe issue 
· are required by the CounciL UMTS. is a new generation of  sefyices which ne~ds to be 
defined taking into consideration technological progress and work done at the_ ITU and 
in the industry.  A clear definition ofUMTS will greatly help·orient the harmonisation 
ofUMTS in the European Union.  .  ·  · 
Article _3  outliri~s the major principles of  'co-ordinated authorisation by Member States  . 
- Article 3.1  requires Member States to take all actions necessary in order to allow the 
· harmonised provision ofUMTS servicesontheir territory by  1 January 2002 at the 
latest; Member States will in particular have to establish authorisation systems by 1 
January 2000.  - ·  - · 
Article 3.2. provides for frequency harmonisation through CEPT and in reference to 
European standards developed by ETSI and in particular a common, open .and 
internationally competitive air.,.interface standard. Moreover, licences need to support 
roaniing throughout the Community.  ·- · 
Article 3.3. requires thatthe basic characteristics ofUMTS as described in Annex I be 
implemented by Member States when granting licenses. 
Article 3.4.  pr~vides for  a~ safeguard clause _in the case. ofin~ompatibility of  systems 
and lack of  sufficient frequency spectrum to accommodate all syst_ems:·Member States 
will have to co-ordinate their authorisation procedures in order to authorise compatible 
UMTS services in the Community.  - ·  · 
Article 4 covers roaming rights and obligations. 
Article 4.1. imposes on Member States to ensure that organisations providing UMTS 
. networks have rights and obligations to negotiate roaming agreement with other 
similar organisations to ensure seamless Community-wide coverage.  . 
;  '  ' 
- Article 4.2. aJiows Member States to fake action including promoting  agreement 
among operators to ensure cover'age ofless populated areas,'in the limits of 
Community law.  · 
Article 5  establishes the co...;operation with CEPT.' Mandates will be granted to 
-CEPTIECTRA and CEPTIERC to harmonise frequency use and conditions attached to 
authorisations for UMTS networks'arid services. A timetable is provided In Annex II. 
. On the- completion of  the mandates, it shall be deci'ded in accordance with the type II b 
comitology-procedure whether the result of  the work done ·pursuant to the mandates 
shall be made applicable in ·the Cominunity. Arficle5J. provides for a·safeguard in 
.  case of  delay in the process.  .  .  . 
Article 6 ·provides for co-operation with ETSI where necessary to promote a common 
.  and open standard for the provision of  compatible UMTS services taking into account 
the global environment at the International Telecommunications Union.  · 
5 Article 7 establishes. the comitology procedure. The Committee will be the Licensing 
Committee created-by the Licensing Directive 97i131EC.  . 
Article 8 provides that the Commission shall regularly inform the committee on the 
results of  its consultations and that the committee encourages the exchange of 
information between the Commission and the Member States on UMTS. · 
Article 9 covers international aspects. The Commission shall take all necessary  · 
measures to facilitate the introduction ofUMTS services in third countries and the  fre~ 
circulation of  UMTS equipment. It shall .  seek implementation of  existing international 
agreements and inay ask for specific mandates for nego'tiation of  new  agreeme~ts. 
Article 10 requires Member States to pro'0de all information requested by the 
Commission for the implementation of  the decision. 
Article 11  contains standard obligations regarding confidentiality. 
. Article  I  2 provides that the decision will  remain valid for a period of 4 years. 
Article. 13 imposes a reporting obligation on the Commission to the C<,mncil and the 
. Parliament after two years. 
'Article 14 contains the standard provision regarding implementation by Member Sates.·· 
Articie 15 provides that the decision is addressed to the Member States. 
- . 
Annex I lists the characteristics ofUMTS and is referred to by articles 2 and 3.3 .. 
Annex II contains a timetable for the granting of  mandates to CEPTIERC and 
CEPTIECTRA. 
5. Consultation  -
As summarised in its two recent communications, the Commission  ha~ conducted a 
broad public consultation to present strategy and policy orientations for the further 
d~velopment of  mobile and wireless communications (UMTS). A list of  contributors to 
the consultation is provided hereinafter. 
Industry fully supports Community legislative action for the introduction in the EU of  the 
-third generation mobile communications after in particular GSM. It aimost unanimously 
considers that early _indication of  licenses and certainty as regards the timely availability:of 
frequencies are k~y to future success. 
6. Conclusion 
The proposed decision is an essential element ofthe regulatory environment required 
·to.ensurethe effective harmonised introduction ofUMTS services in the- European 
Union within a certain deadline taking into .consideration the global development of 
such ·services. 
6 
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ANNEX::·.  LIST OF CONTRIBUTORS TO THE CONSULTATION . 
as per 19/09/1997 
.  .  - .  .  -
..  _·  -.  Member States or their repr~senta.tiv~ offices 
ETO 
Denmark, Research Ministry -
.  '  ~  -
· Finland; Ministry of  Transport and 
· ·Communications. 
France, DPT  ·. 
· Germany, Buridesregierung 
Industry; industry associations and others 
· Airtel Movil 
Airtouch'-
Alcatel 
Autel 
Bayerische Rundfunk/Mueller~Roeme_r 
Belgacom 
BT  · 
Cable & Wireless 
Cegetel 
Cellnet • 
CNPF· 
Deutsche Telekom 
DiehlGmbH  ~ 
-~plus 
ECTEL 
Enertel 
· Ericsson 
ETNO 
Finmeccanica SPA 
.  .  .  . 
Finnet Group 
France Telecom 
INM.ARSAT 
J 
.: ~- ' 
7 
ItaJy, Ministry <>f Communications 
Portugal; Instituto das Comunicacoes 
·Sweden, Ministry of  Transport and _Corilinunicati9 
UK 
UK Home Office 
Mannesmann Mobilfunk 
MATAV 
Nokia· 
Olivetti 
One-2-0ne-
~  ' 
ONP-C_CP/Joint industry group 
Orange 
Phiiips 
Picienne Italia 
Post and Te)ekom Austria 
. Proximus 
Siemens 
T-Mobil 
Telecel 
•. j 
Teiefonica· 
Jelenor 
Tescher Team 
TIM 
1 
. ; 
\ 
UMTS Forum Manufacturers Group 
.UNICE· 
. Vodap~one .· 
WDR· .·. 
Prop.osal by the Commission 
for a Decision  of the European ParliameJ)t ~nd of the Council on the 
co-ordinated introduction of mobile and wireless communications (UMTS) in the 
Community 
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCil.. OF THE EUROPEAN. 
UNION, 
.  . 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community and in particular 
Articles 57, 66, 1  OOa thereof,  ·  · 
Having regard to the pmposal of  the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion ofthe Economic.an~ Social Committee, 
Having regard tothe opinion of  the Committee of  the Regions, 
1.  Whereas the Commission. presented on 29 May 1997 to the European Parliament, 
to the Council, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of  the 
Regions  a Communication
1 on the further development of  mobile. and wireless 
coinmunications; · 
' 2.  Wherea~  after consulting the indu~try and other parties concemed
2
,  and considering 
the trade, industry, frequency and standardisation aspects ofUMTS, the 
Commission has presented on 15 October 1997 a Communication
3 on a Strategy · 
and Policy Orientations with regard to the further Development of  Mobile and· 
Wireless Communications (UMTS) and proposed policy orientations and actions  to 
increase investment security in UMTS and' to prepare the necessary regulatory 
framework so as to promote innovation and flexibility by -industry; 
3.  Whereas on 1 December  1997, the Council invited the Commission ·~to submit by 
early 1998, a proposal for a European Parliament and Council Decision which 
would ~nable orientations to be established on the substance of  the issue and will 
facilitate within the existing Community legal framework, the early licensing of 
UMTS services and, If appropriate and on the basis of  the existing repartition of 
competencies, in respect of  co-ordinated allocation of  frequencies in the Community 
1 COM (97) 217 fin;u, 29.5.1997 
2 The UMTS Forum has been set up on  16 December 1996 among regulators, operators; 
manufacturers, satellite operators and other interested parties as well as the European 
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSl). the European Radiocommunications Office (ERO) 
and the European Telccommunications.Office (ETO), with the support of the Commission; this 
Forum aims at developing common views for the development and implementation of UMTS arid 
advise on the development of a policy framework relating to the introduction of'UMTS. · · 
3 COM(97) 513 final,  15.10.1997 Communication from the Commission to the Council, the European 
Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions - Strategy and 
policy orientations with regard to the further development of mobile and wireles·s communications 
(UMTS) • Outcome of the public consultation and proposals for creating a favourable environment. 
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.and pan-European roaming"
4
;  where~s the European Parliament has adopted on 29 
..  January 1998  a resoiution' expressing its strong ·support to the Commission's  · 
Communication on the "Strategy and Policy Orientations with regard to the Further 
. 'Development of  Mobile and Wireless Communications':; 
4.  Whereas UMTS is not a single system or 11etwork but a modular concept; whereas 
subsequent to the current second generation of  mobile systems, a  new generation 
of  innovative systems needs·be developed for the provision of  wireless wideband 
m~ltimedia services, including-Internet and other Interriet Protocol (iiP) based  . 
serVices, flexible and personalised service provision, support of  high volume data ·  · 
rates  com~ining the use of  terrestrial-fixed and mobile as well as satellite. 
components; whereas this decisio11 shall apply to satellite components without 
:prejudice to the European Parliament and Council Decision 710/97/EC of24 March  . 
1997 on satellite_ personal communications
6
; whereas there is a need_to ensure rapid  -
market access for a ubiquitous coverage and low cost, and innovative service 
offering through a sufficient level of  competition;  ·  · 
5. ·Whereas theiTU World Administrative Ra~io Conference (W  ARC 92) identified in 
1992 frequency spectrum for the development of  both the satellite and terrestrial 
parts ofFuture Public Land Mobile Telecqmmunications System (FPLMTS) later 
· -·renamed IMT-2000; whereas according to ITU Resolution'212 and to the World 
,Radiocommunicaticms Conference in 1995 (WRC 95), the initial implementation of 
the terrestrial element should take place around the year 2000;  ·.  ·  · 
6.  Whereas UMTS in the Community needs to be compatib~e with the third generation -
mobile system concept called International Mobile Telecomrnunications-:2000 (IMT  · 
-2000) developed by the International Telecommuriiqations Union {ITU} at world 
,level on,the basis ofiTU Resolution 212; 
· 7.  Whereas.mobile and wireless communications are of strategic importance both for  -·-
the development of  the Community telecommunications industry and the  · 
.·Information Society as well as for the Community economy.and·employment as a 
whole; whereas the Commission has adopted on 3 December 1997 a Green Paper 
· ontlte convergence ofthe telecommunications, media and information technology · 
sectors, and the implications for regulation';  wherea,s on the basis of  the  ·  .  . 
consultation which will result from that Green Paper, the Commission will take into 
consideration the imp_act of  convergence on UMTS considering-in .particular the 
review of-Community telecommunications regulation_by·t9.99; whereas early. · 
· · decisions on haimonisation of  authorisations and  co~ordination of  the introduction 
. of-uMTS services should aim at creating_ a f~vourable climate·for i11vestment and . 
deployment-ofUMTS;  ··  · 
-
8.  Whereas thi.s requires specific .regulatory_ action at Community leyel on licensing 
procedures, spectrum availability arid harmonisation and standardisation;· whereas 
in order to ensure the development ofCommunity-wideaswdFas_pan-Eur()pean  . .  .  '  .  ~  .  . 
4  Conclusi~ns of the Council, of l December 1997.  .  . 
sResolution  of  the European Parliamc.nt ~f29 January 1998- A4-0027/98. 
6 OJ L 105, 23.4.97.p.4  .  . 
7  COM(97)623  . 
.  ;  ', and global services with the widest possible territorial coverage, Member States · 
should ensure the rapid and simultaneous introduction of  compatible UMTS 
services in the Community on the basis of  intemat market principles by means ofa 
co-ordinated approach; whereas diverging national laws, regulations and 
administrative action would hinder or prevent the provision of  Community-wide and 
global UMTS services, and the free movement of  related equipment; · 
9.  Whereas existing Community legislation including competition rules in particular 
·Commission Directive 96/2/EC of 16.1.96 on mobile and personal communications
8 
"and Commission Directive 96/19/EC of l 3. 3. 96
9 on full competition, as well as 
Directive ~7/13/EC of 10 April1997 ofthe European Parliament and ofthe Council 
on a common framework for general authorisations and individual licences in the 
field of  telecommunications services
10 (Licensing Directive) and Directive 97/33/EC 
of  the European Parliament and the Council on Interconnection in 
Telecommunications with regard to ensuri~g Universal Service and interoperability · 
through application of  the Principles of  ONP 
11  (the Interconnection Directive)·  . 
apply to this sector;  · 
10.Whereas UMTS service providers should be able to enter the market without 
unnecessary constraints to allow for a dynamic market and a broad competitive 
service offering; whereas where an authorisation procedure is considered necessary, 
general authorisations or declarations should be the rule;  · 
1 L Whereas pursuant to Community law; in particular Directive 37/13/EC of  the 
European Parliament and the Council and Directive 96/02/EC of  the Commission: i) 
individual licenses should be limited to the operation ofUMTS networks ii} the 
number of  UMTS licenses may only be limited for reasons of  demonstrated lack of 
frequency spectrum capacity iii) licenses should be made accessible to any 
. organisation and should not be reserved to-existing operators of  other systems; 
. . 12. Whereas: conditions to be attached to authorisations should be defined in such a 
way as to secure Community-wide and pan-European services· as well as roaming 
capabilities through co-ordinated introduction; whereas Europe-wide roaming .will 
enable industry to meet user. and societal needs; whereas toe conditions listed in the 
.Annex ofthe Licensing Directive may be imposed on a UMTS system-by a Member 
State even where no part of  that system is located within the territory of  that 
Member State; whereas national licensing regimes and harmonisation of  licensing 
conditions and procedures among telecommunications authorities should be 
adopted without delay in the context of  the CEPT in· co-operation with ECTRA for 
UMTS; whereas in particular tne.~ne-stop-shopping procedure provided in the 
Licensing Directive should apply to the granting of  individual licenses and·for 
notifications in the case of  general authorisations to facilitate the granting ofUMTS 
services authorisations to undertakings·in more that one Member State;  · 
8 Commission Directive 96/2/EC of 16.1.96 amending Directive 90/388/EEC with regard to mobile 
aDd personal communications, OJ L 20, 26.1.96, p. 59.  .  ·  .  · 
9 Commission Directive 96/19/EC of 13.3.96 amending Directive 90/388/EEC with regard to the 
implementation of  full competition in telecommunications markets, OJ L 74, 2i.3.96,.p.l3. 
10  .  . . 
OJL 117,7.5.1997 p.l5  .  · 
II OJL 199,:26.7.97, p.32 
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. 13. Whereas the amount of  spectrum made available will have a direct impact. on how 
competitive the market pla~e will be; whereas estimated demand shouid therefore 
· determine the amount of  spectrum to be allocated; whereas sufficient spectrum must 
be allocated and cleared sufficiently in advance to foster a broad competitive 
offering ofniobile multi-media servi<;es;  ·  · 
·14-:Whereasspectrum allocation is  mos~ efficiently pursued in the context ~fthe CEPT · 
by the European Radiocommunications Committee (ERC); whereas according to 
CEPT rules, CEPT country members which also include.Communit)r Member · 
States, are fre_e to C()mmit themselves to implement ERC decisions;  ; whereas it 
should therefore be ensured that  appropriat~ and timely regulatory measures·are 
taken in the Community to achieve.the implementation ofERC decisions if  . 
necessary;; whereas Member States-shall provide_ the Commission with regular  "-
information as to th~ implementation_ of  ERC measunis;  whereas complementary 
Colnmunity action may be required to ensure the timely implementation ofCEPT  I  ' 
decisions within· Member StateS;'.  · 
15. Where·as measures adopted by the ERC ·and ECTRA are, if consistent with 
Community law, a basjs for the use of  the· relevant frequencies and for the· 
preparation ofthe criteria for the authorisation ofUMTS; whereas sufficient 
spectrum will 'be necessary to foster the development of  a market with a ~road· 
•  competitive offering of  mobile  multi~niedia services; whereas·the European 
-!Udiocommunications Committee (ERC) has adopted on 30 JuneJ997 Decision 
. ERC/DEC/(97)07 on the frequency bands for the introduction of  Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications Systems (UMTS) which entered into force by i October ·1997; 
16.Wherea:~ this ERC decision has designated the frequency bands 1900-1980 MHz, · 
· 2010-2025·MHz and 2110-2170 MHz to terrestrial UMTS applicati·ons, and· 
accommodates UMTS satellite,component applications within the bands .1980-20 10 
MHz  ~nd 2170-2200 MH.Z; whereas it already appears that additional frequency  · 
spectrum capacity will be necessary to meet the demand in the Community and to  · 
ensure introduction ofUMTS in Europe even before 1 January 2.002; whereaS·  · 
sufficient spectrum must be allocated within the bands identified by·W ARC 92 
·according to the increasing needs therefor before UMTS services are cominercially 
deployed; Whereas additional frequency spectrum may become. necessary by 2005 
and thereforethe-900, 1800 and 1900 MHz bands wou~d  also need to be freed or 
refarriled as far as possible;  . 
17.Wh~reas atiTU level the review of  spectrum and regulatory issues relating to  . 
. .  UMT~  and the (acilitation· of  multimode terminal operation and world-wide 
roaming ofiMT-2000 have been included in the WRC 99'agenda iri.order to 
identify additional frequency :spectrum to satisfy market demand by  2005~20  1  0; 
where~s therefore. Europe·an common· positions. need to be developed and prqnio.ted 
at global level with the participation· of  all parties  interested~  : 
~  .  . 
18.Whereas spectrum avaiJability and appropriate pricing, coverage and quality will be 
.  ·  essential aspects to the success of  UMTS development; whereas any spectrum  · 
pricing, method should not adversely impact on the competitive structure of  the 
market, ~should respect the public interest, guarantee roaming capabilities while 
ensuring efficient use of the spectrum as a  valuable resource; . 
11 .  '' 
·19.Whereas Europe-wide roaming ofUMTS services is essential to the developmenf 
of  pan-European UMTS services as a basis for the internal market for 
telecommunications; whereas specific co-operation among operators may be also 
necessary to provide coverage of  less populated areas; 
20.  Whereas a proposal has been presented on 4 June 1997  by the Commission for a 
Council and European Parliament Directive on;connected telecommunications 
equipment and the mutual recognition ofthe conformity ofequipment
12 to amend 
the Council Directive 91/263/EEC of  29 April 1991  on the approximation of  the 
l~ws in the Member States concerning telecomim.inications terminal equipment, 
including the mutual recognition of  their conformity
13
;  whereas appropriate 
harmonised standards developed by ETSI and recognised under Directive 
91/263/EEC will ensure free movement of  terminals and will allow the putting into 
service ofUMTS in the Community
14
;  · 
21.  Whereas as provided in the. Interconnection Directive, interconnection to public 
telecommunications networks and publicly available telecoll!munications services 
provided by organisations having significant market power shall follow the 
principles of  non-discrimination and transparency; 
22. Whereas, without prejudice to Community competition law, organisations 
providing UMTS networks  must have rights and obligations to negotiate roaming 
and infrastructure sharing agreements· with other telecommunications organisations . 
to ensure seamless Community-wide service coverage; whereas such negotiation 
needs to occur on the basis of  a common, open and internationally competitive air-
interface standard; 
23. Whereas urgent and· specific action at Community level is required in order to reach 
co~ordinated introduction ofUMTS on the basis of  common, open and_ 
internationally competitive standards, in order to secure Community-wide roaming 
offuture UMTS services at low cost as well as early licensing ofUMTS services in 
the Community in the bands identified by the CEPT;  · 
24. Whereas the Community should build on the success of  the current generation of 
mobile digital technology including GSM both in Europe and in the world taking 
. into consideration interworking between UMTS and second generatio~ systems; 
whereas there should be no discrimination between GSM operators and new 
entrants on UMTS markets~  -
25.Whereas the UMTS aims at a global market and therefore should be placed in a 
global context on the basis ofa coherent plan for the Community; whereas the 
creation of  a common standard in the Community would help European industry in 
competing in global markets;  whereas compatibility with other standards of  the 
.ITU IMT-2000-family would facilitate interworking and roaming at global level; 
whereas th~ ITU has set the deadline to May 1998 forthe adoption of  the "IMT-
12 OJ C 248, 14.8.97, p.4. 
13 OJL 128, 23.5.91, p.  1  .  .  . 
14 A consensus agreement has been reached on 29 January 1998 within ETSl in view of the 
elaboration of a common radio interface standard for UMTS called UTRA. 
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·  2ooo Family Concept", to September 1998 for sub~tting candidates for the radio  · 
interface for the "IMT  -2000 family concept" of  standards and to end· 1.999 for the · 
adoption ofiMT 2000 standard final recommendation by ITU;  whereas this Family 
·Concept supports· a set of  air interfaces and  of  core rietwork standards; whereas a 
common European UMTS standard should be adopted  and proposed as a me_mber  · 
ofthat Family.in orderto increase·the chances ofUMTS to be adopted on markets 
outside Europe; whereas .these deadlines therefore need to be met within the 
·  Communi~y; ·  · 
.  '  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
26. Whereas while voluntary application of  standards remains the general rule, recourse 
'  to m~ndatory standards may be required. for interfac:es and situations where  · 
necessary to ensure interoperability and facilitate roaming of  mobile .networks and  ' . 
· services; whereas harmoriised standards ·are adopted by standardisation bodies such 
as the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) which facilitates 
regulatory action; whereas the proposals for common technicaJ,.regulations are, as a "' 
·  general rule, drawn up on the basis of  harmonised standards and of  additional  · "·  · 
consultations;.  .  -
'  . 
27.Whereas in order to allow for effective service competition and innovation, the 
UMTS standardisation process should be limited to what is necessary for systems 
development while allowing for service provision differentiation ; 
28; Whereas common and open European standards are essential for the critical' 
interfaces in particular the air interface (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access- UTRA) 
and for the UMTS core network in order to foster a strong start ofUMTS in the 
Community and to ensure erid-to-end interoperability in a pan-European · 
environment and open competition fonoaming traffic and to .avoid market 
fragmentation in Europe, increased C()S~s ofUMTS systems and loss·of · 
competitiveness;  ·  -
29.Whereas.the Commission has granted in 1995 to ETSI a general standardisation 
mandate. related to UMTS pursuant to Council Directive 83/189/EEC of28 March 
1983
1
' and Council Decision 87/95/EEC of22.12. 1986; 
30.Whereas the ETSI mechanism dealing with intellectual property rights (IPRs) in the 
context of  standardisation should be followed; whereas ETSI members should make 
every attempt to unveil intellectual property rights applicable to UMTS ih the  ' 
world;  · 
.  .  .  . 
31.~Whereas adequate support should be provided within: the Community R&D · · 
programmes. with the.objective of  further developing' the technological  basis for 
UMTS;  whereas this would involve further research into fechnical solutions for 
. UMTS such as software radio;· 
32~Whereas social and societal effects should be taken.into account in the t~ansition 
towards· the wireless inf~rmation society; whereas UMTS development ·should be  · 
co~ordinated with related efforts suchas the development of  a Community-wide 
information society, support oftraining on UMTS related technologies, -access for·  .  .  .  )  .  ' 
15 OJ L 109,  26.~.1983, p.8 
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. ' ·elderly and disabled persons, research on possible health hazards of  mobile 
communications; 
33.Whereas the implementation·ofUMTS systems and services should take into 
consideration the needs of  potential groups of  users working in services of  public 
interest (health. education. transport, environment, etc.) and pay attention to the 
·requirements that have aiready been. incorporated into European standards; 
.  .  - . 
34.Whereas market access and free circulation ofUMTS systems and terminals to the. 
global market should be promoted; whereas interoperability of  UMTS services at 
Community and global levels should. be encouraged among the industry, 
standardisation. bodies and Member States; 
35.Whereas the.need to ensure the introduction of  interoperable UMTS at both pan-
European and global levels may require the conclusion of  a number of  agreements 
with third countries on, inter alia, interconnection, roaming, free movement and use 
of  equipment at global level through multilateral rules, access to third countries'. 
networks and markets; whereas. these agreements are closely related to market 
access arrangements; 
36.Whereas Community undertakings should fully benefit. from international trade · 
agreements such as agreements signed within the World T~ade Organisation (WTO) 
and have effective market access  in the specific terms and conditions, including 
national treatment, bound.by those countries within the WTO;  .  . . 
37.Whereas UMTS equipment would be covered by international tariffs agreements 
entered by the Community such as the Information Technology Agreement signed 
in the Framework of  the World Trade Orgamsation
16 and.the Istan~ul Convention. 
on the elimination ofcustoms duties on personal effects and professional 
equipment
17
;· 
38.Whereas, the Commission may take all necessary actions-to implement international 
.agreements; whereas the Commission may start further multilateral and bilateral 
negotiations on aspects ofUMTS on the basis of  specific mandates from the 
Council, which should make it possible to conclude balanced agreements ensuring 
further  effective access for Community op.erators in third countries as well as 
mutual recognition arrangements for global circulation of  terminals; 
39.Whereas the results of  the international.consultatioa:ts and other changes in the 
situation may require that decisio'ris taken pursuant to this .Decision be amended of 
other appropriatemeasures be undertaken;  . 
40~  Whereas in the implementation of  this Decision, the Commission should be assisted . 
.  by the Licensing Committee established by Directive 97/13/EC; whereas the 
Committee should act as a consultative committee a~cording to the procedure laid 
down in Article 16 or as a management committee type II b according to the 
procedure laid down in article 17 of  Directive 97/13/EC; 
.  -
16 Agreement on Trade in Information Technology Ptoducts, Council Decision 97/359/EC of24.3.97, 
. OJ L 155, 12.6.97, p.IO  .  .  . 
17.COuncil Decision 93/329/EC of 15.3.93, OJ L 130 of27.5.93, p.1 
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HAVE ADOPTED THIS DECISION: 
Article 1 
Purpose 
The aim of  this Decision-shall be to facilitate t~e rapid introduction of  compatible._ 
UMTS networks and services in the Comnmnity on the basis of  internal market  _ 
principles and in_accordance with commercial demand by means of  co-ordination of 
national licensing regimes. 
Article 2 
Definition · 
'\ 
For the purpose ofth.is Decision, Universal Mobile'Telecomrrmnications System 
. (UMTS) shall mean a third generation mobile communica~ions system capable of 
providing in particular  innovative wireless multimedia services,. beyond' the capability 
of  current second generation systems such as:GSM, and combining the use of  . 
terrestrial and satellite components. It shall include the characteristics ieferred to under 
AnnexL·_  · 
Article 3 
- . 
Co-ordinated autho-risation 
i. Member States shall take all actions necessary in order to allow the harmonised 
provision of  the UMTS services on their territory by !January 2002· at the latest and in 
p~icular  shall establish an  authoris~tion system for UMTS no later -than  1 January . · 
2000  . 
.  _- 2.  When preparing and applying their au_thorisation systems Member States shall · 
. ensure 
.  '  . 
- that  the p(ovisioil of  UMTS services is organised in frequency. bands which are 
· harmonised-by CEPT in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 5, · 
~ .  ' 
- and ·pursuant to European standards developed by ETSI where available, including in  . 
partiCular a common, open and internationally competitive air"-interface standard.  ( 
M~mber  States shall ensure·that licenses support roaming throughout the Community. 
.  ~  ' 
._3.  Wheri authorising UMTS services, Member States shall  en~ure that the specific 
characteristics listed in Annex I are implemented. .  .,  . .  . 
.  - .  .  - .  . 
· .4.  In the case ofincompatibility of  potential systems and if  it is-established in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article. 17 of  Directive 97113/EC and in 
coQjunction with CEPT that it is necessary to li~it the number qfUMTS.services 
authorisations, Member. States shall co-ordinate their authorisation proceduris  ·with ·a 
view to authorising compatible UMTS services.inthe Community.  .  .  .  - ;  . .  . 
.. 
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· - Article 4 
Roaming Rights and Obligations 
1. Member States shall ensure that organisations providing UMTS networks have 
rights and obligations t9 negotiate. roaming agreements with other organisations 
providing UMTS networ.ks to ensure seamless Community-wide service coverage. 
2. Member States may where necessary take action, including the promotion of 
agreements between operators in accordance with Community law, to ensure the 
coverage of  less popula~ed areas. 
Article 5 
Co-operation with CEPT 
-I. The Commission shall, in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 16 of 
Directive 97/13/EC pursuant to·the timetable set out in Annex II, give CEPTIERC and 
CEPT  IECTRA mandates to qarmonise frequency use and the conditions attached to 
authorisations for UMTS networks and services without prejudice to the provisions of 
the Licensing Directive regarding individual licences. Those mandates shall define the 
· tasks to be performed and lay down a timetable. 
2. On'the ·completion of  the mandate~, it shall be decided in  accordanc~  with the 
procedure laid down in Article 17 ofDirective 97/13/EC whether the result of  the 
work done pursuant to the mandates shall be made applicable in the Community. 
3, Notwithstanding Article 5(2), if  the Commission or any Member State considers 
t~t  work done pursuant to the mandate given to the CEPT/ECTRA or CEPTIERC is 
not progressing satisfactorily having regard to the timetable laid down, it may refer the 
matter to the Licensing.Committee , which shall act in accordance with the procedure 
hiid down in Article 17 ofDit:ective 97/13/EC. 
Article 6 
.  Co-~peration with ETSI 
The Commission shall take all necessary measures where appropriate in  co~operation 
with ETSI to promote a common and open standard for the provision of  compatible .. 
.  UMTS services throughout Europe; in accordance with market requirements, taking 
into account' the need' to  .'present a common standard to the International  . 
Telecommunications Union (ITU) as an option-for the world-wide ITU IMT 2000 
standard.  ·  · 
Article 7 
The Committee 
ln the implementation ofthis Decision, the Commission shall be assisted by the 
Licensing Committee set up. by Article 14 ofDirective 97/13/EC.  · . Article 8 
·_  Exchange oflnformation 
1.  The Commission shall regularly inform the comri:Uttee of  the outcome :of 
consultations with the representatives of  telecommunications organisations, users,. 
consumers,. manufac_turers, service ·providers and trade unions. 
2. The-committee shall, taking into acc~unt.the Community's telecommunications. 
policy, encourage the exchange of  information between the Member States and the 
Commission on the situation and the development of-regulatory activities regarding the 
•  .  '  - - - 1  • 
· authorisation of  UMTS services.  · ·  · 
Artide_9 
International Aspects 
_1.  The Commission shall take all necessary measures to facilitate the introduction of 
JJMTS services in -third countries and the .free circulation of  UMTS equipment . 
2.  For this purppse, the Commission shall make proposals to take all necessary actions 
to seel< the effective implementation ofintematiomilagreements applicaJ:>IetoUMTS,  · 
and sh~ll, in particular and where necessary,  submit proposals to the Council for 
appropriate mandates for t~e negotiation of  bilateral and multilateral agreements with 
· third countries and intematiomtl organisations. The Council shall de<;ide by qualified -
majority. 
Article 10 · 
Notification 
Membe~  St~tes  shall give the Commission such information as it may require for the 
purpose of  verifying the implementation· of  this Decision.  ·  ·  · 
Article 11 
Confidentiality 
1. Neither the_ Commission nor the national regulatory authorities shall disclose any  · 
infol'l11ation covered by the obligation of  prof~ssional.  secfecy,-iri particular information 
about undertakings, their business relations or their cost components.  · 
2. Paragraph 1 shall be without prejudice to the right of  national regulatory, authorities 
to undertake d.isclosure where·it is essentiarfor the purposes offulfilling'their duties, in 
which case such disclosure shall be proportionate and shall have regard to the . -. -
legitimate interests of  the undertakings in the protection of  their business secrets.  .  .  '  :  .  ' 
.17 (  . 
.  ' 
·. 3. far_agraph 1 shall not preclude the publjcation of  information on licensing conditions 
which does not include information of  a confidential nature.  · 
Article 12 
Duration 
· Thfs Decision shall enter into force on  the 20th day after its publication in the Official 
.Journal of  the European:Cqmmunities and shall remain in force for four years after that 
date 
·Article 13 
Report 
The Commission shall-keep developments in the field ofUMTS under review and 
report· to the European Parliament. and to the Council on the effectiveness of  action 
taken pursuant to this Decision after two years  ...  · 
Article 14 
Implementation 
.Member States shall take all measures necessary, by law or·administrative action, for 
. the measures provided forin,- or agreed on pursuant to this Deeision to be 
implemented.·  ·  · 
Article 15 
Addressees 
· >This Decision-is ad~ressed to the Member:States.  ·· 
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ANNEX I 
Characteristi~s  ·  of.UMTS ·  · 
.. , 
SerVices 
1. ·Multimedia capability .with wide area mobility 
'  - .  . 
2.  Efficient access to the Internet, Intranets and other Intem~t Protocol (liP) 
based services  -. 
3. High quality speech commensurate with that of  fixed  net~orks.'· 
.  .. 
;4.  Service portability across distinct_UMTS environments-:·  , · 
5.  Indo~r, outdoor and far outdoor operation ofGSMIUMTS in one seamless 
. environme~t including full roaming between GSM as well as between· the· 
terrestrial and  satel~ite cotnponents.ofill\1TS networks.  .  .  . .. 
Tennina]s 
•  Dual mode/band GSMIUMTS terminals~ where appropriate. 
•  .  Dual ~ode  terrestrial/ satellite UMTS  :terniinals, ·where appropriate. 
Radio Access Networks 
•  .New air interface in  foracc~ss to all services including-to packetdata based· 
services  · · · 
• . Good overall  ~pectral efficiency .. · 
Core network 
•.  Evolution from GSM system family; call control mobility management · 
including 'full roaming functionality based on core.GSM netWork -standard 
.  . 
·· •:· .Mobile/fixed. convergence .elements 
',, .. 
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ANNEX IT 
.TIMETABLE : 
Mandat~s  to CEPT on further spectrum allocation  · 
including availability of  additional spectrum beyond 
W  ARC-92 FPLMTS bands and freeing or refarming of·. 
the 900, 1800, ·1900 MHz bands for UMTS  ·  .  . 
Mandates to '€EPT for harmonisation of  conditions: 
. · attached to authorisations  .,  " 
One-stop-shopping procedure ready for services 
wh~e  necessiry ·  ·.  ·  ·.' 
.  · ..  -·-·  . 
.  ~- _..  . 
';  0  ••  .  -·  ~- ,•  ' 
...  .  , 
....  .  '- . 
< 
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Feb. 1999 
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FINANCIAL FICHE 
· 1. Title of the ACtion 
European Parliament and CouncU Decision on the co-ordinated· introduction of mobile and wirel~ss 
commUnications (UMTS) in the Community.  . 
2. Budget Line -. 
B-5 -302: Definition and implementation of Community pOlicy in the field-of telecommunications 
and posts.  !  ·  ·  '  ·  ·  ·  ·  -
3. Legal Basis. 
_  · Europe8n ti~ion Treaty 57, 66,  IOOa. 
.  .  .  .  .-
4. Descliotion 
4.1. Main objectives of the action 
lJlis 'action-aims to establish a common market third generation for mobile and personal 
_communications (also called UMTS - Universal Mobile Telecommunica~ions System) through an 
action at Union level to set up a licensing framework based on- ~rmon~sed  criteria. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  . 
The action will have an .imp9rtant impact on the further development ofmobile and personal 
communications within the Community and in the rest of Europe, as well as globally .. As it was the 
case for the second generation (GSM in particular); it is neCessary to ensure a Community approach -. 
so as to have a timely and harmonised introduction ofsystems, takirig also into Consideration the  . 
importance of harmonisation at global level through· th_e International TelecommuniCations Union. 
4.2. Duration and extension  ,_  . 
Pursuant to Article 14 of the decision, the action is limited to a period offour years, A one One-stop-: 
shopping procedure should be ready for services where necessary by the end-·'1999.  Start ofUMTS 
· ser:vice provision should be-ensured by 2002 following-co.:.ordination at ITU leVel. 
5; Soecialisation of expenses 
NCEJDC 
6. ·Nature  -or operational expenses 
.  . .  .  .  . 
Pursuant to article 5 of the proposed Decision, the Commission will give CEPTIERC and 
.  CEPTIECTRA
1  mandates. On the basis.offramework contracts enterCd by the Commission and  . 
EROIET0
2
, which will be extended in a first phase until September 1999, work orders will be given 
_:  to ERO and ETO. These mandates and work· orders wilL define the tasks to-be performed and lay 
down a timetable; they,will aim toharmonise frequency use and the conditions_ atiac~ect to 
authorisationsfor UMTS networks and services:  · 
1 CEPT: European Conference of Postal and Telecommunications Administrations 
ECTRA: European Committee for Telecommunications Regulatory Affairs  · 
ERC: European Radiocommunications Committee 
2 ERp: European Radioeommunications Office 
ETO: European Tclccorilmunications Office 
21 7. Financial Implications 
7.1 Method of calculating total cost of the Action 
PUrsuant to the framework contracts with ETO and ERO, specific contracts shall be place with the 
ERO and ETO which shall specify the cOmmitments of  the contracting parties, i:e. the scope.ofwork, 
the schedule for deliverables, the manpower requirements, cost including a breakdown into 
seeretarial, meeting, mission and subcontract work); payment instalments and terms and redlines of 
paym~nts  to be made by the Commission for the execution of  the specific contracts. A specific 
contract shall take effect upon signature by the contracting parties. 
The cost of  work orders has been determined on the basis of  article 5 of the framework contracts .with 
ETO and ERO.  It is the product of the value man-month unit and the number of  man-months for the 
execution of  the work. The cost of  the experts of  EROIETO is calculated on the basis of  the man-
month unit (MM) the value of  which may not exceed ECU 15,000 including ECU 2250 contribution 
to social charges, mission expenSes and ETOIERO's general expenses. 
Payments shall be scheduled as follows: 
- 30% upon the signature of  the specific contract; 
-55% in one or more instalments after acceptance by the Commission of  the progress reports as 
agreed in the specific contract; 
-.15%-after acceptance ofthe.final report and receipt of all deliverables. 
The attached table provides for a determination of  the cost-of each set of  work order per topic and per 
year with an indication of  the number of man-months required. 
The number ofMM takes into consideration the_work load necessary to produce work on 
harmonisation over the four years.  The spread of  work is based on the higher amount of  work 
necessary in 1999 and 2000 and on the available personnel resources of  EROIETO. Special efforts 
will have to be developed as soon as the decision is adopted in 1999 by EROIETO. Time will then be 
necessary for ERCIECTRA/CEPT and the Commission to 'review the results of  the work done and to 
introduce them under Community law according to comitology procedures, in order to 'meet the 
deadlines fixed at world level by the ITU (plans for use of  frequency bands for UMTS to be available 
by mid 1999, allocation of  additional spectrum to be done by the World Radio ConferenCe of  the ITU 
in Nov.  1999;  from 1999, additional spectJ¥m beyond WARC-92 FPLMfS bands should al59 be_ 
.  made available in Europe;  start of UMTS service provision to be ensured by 2002 following co- . 
ordination ai ITU le\iel. )  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  -
.  .  .  --
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· 7.2. Breakdown t>er action·eiement 
The t.able below describes the breakdown of costs for each eleJ?ent of  the Action, expressed· in ECU. 
ElemenL  i999  . 2000  . 2001  2002  2003  Total 
'· 
.. 
work orders to  ·120,000  120,000  60,000 
,;  '  ~ .  60,000  30,000  '3.90,000 
ETOforthe 
·'  .. 
definition of  (8MM)  (8MM)  (4MM)  (4MM)  '(2 MM)  ·(26MM) 
licensing 
conditions and 
procedures for  ·- - UMTS 
. 
work orders to  75,000  75;000  3o,oyo  30,000'  ·30.000  240.000 
ETOfor  '  '. 
numbering,  (5MM)  (5MM)  (2MM)  .( 2MM)  (2-MM)  (l6MM)_ 
naming and  ' 
.  addressing in the  .  '  , . 
context of UMTS  .· 
.. 
work orders to  90,000_  90,000  .  90,000  45,000  45,000  360,000 
EROofthe 
harmonisation of ·  (6MM)  (6.MM).  {6MM)  (3MM)  (3 MM)  '(24 MM) 
'  frequencies re.  ·. 
. 
~ 
'UMTS 
~ 
Grand total  . 285;ooQ  285,000  180,000  -135,000  105;000  990.000  . 
(19MM)  . (19 MM).  (l2MM)  (9MM)  .  (7MM)  (66-MM) 
· · The exact technical content of the work orders will depend on the results of the ETSl standardisation 
process in the course of (998.  .  . .  .  '  . 
7.3. Schedule of Commitment aild Payment Credits 
The table beJ.ow provides for an assessment of payment credits compared to cornniitmeilt credits for 
the duration of  the Action.  · 
.. 
''  1999  2000  2001  2002  2003  ·· ..  Total 
Corrimitmdnt ·.  285,000  285,000  180,0~0  135;000  J o5:ooo 
~  990;000 
Credits  ...  .  .. 
: 
Payment 
Credits  . 
1999  142,500 
'···  .' 
2000  142,500  142,500 
2001  142,500  '90,000 
2002'.  ..  90,000  67,500 
2003  61,500  105,000 
- Total  285,000  285,000  . 180,000'  135,000  105,000  990,000 
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' 8. 'Anti-Fraud Provisions 
Before paying its contribution, the CommiSsion shall control the payment of  any selvice, preparatory 
··study, feasibility or evaluation study, taking into account applicable contractual obligations, economic 
principles and good financing or management practices. All agreements and contracts entered into 
between the Commission and the beneficiaries of payments shall include anti-fraud provisions 
(monitoring,_ reporting obligations, etc.). 
9. Elements of Cost/efficiency Analysis 
9.1. Specific Objectives 
The proposed action aims at establishing a common market for the third generation of mobile and 
personal communications (UMTS), through the implementation of  an action at Community level 
providing for the harmonised authorisation  of UMTS services on the basis of common and 
harmonised criteria.  · 
9.2. Action Justification 
The propose4 decision is a legislative measure which is necesSary for the establishment of  an internal 
market in the mobile communications sector and the further development of  this sector into the third 
generation of mobile communications. 
UMfS services should be introduced as soon as possible taking into account their global development 
as tabled within the International Telecommunications Union which has called for the provision of  . 
UMTS services by the year 2002 at the latest at world level (resolution 212). Given· the time 
. necessary to put into place the proper framework for the such services, it is now urgent to agree within 
the EU on a co-ordinated action which will allow Member StatesJo grant the necessary authorisations· 
for the provision ofUMfS services on the basis of harrnonised  national regulatory conditions and 
criteria. 
Therefore, the proposed deci~ion provides that an action be  ~dopted at Community level in order to 
ensure the fumnonised introduction of UMfS services so as to secure Europe-wide roaming of future 
UMTS services on the basis of  timely and Europe-wide availability of frequency spectrum for UMTS 
as well as a common, open and internationally competitive.standard,.takinginto account the global. 
dimension thereof.  · 
The proposed action fully takes into account the subsidiarity aspects: seamless provision of UMTS . 
services in the Community requires the adoption of Community measures to ensure. that national. 
measures are. taken fn a  harmoni~ed way in order to foster the development of  the third generation 
mobile wireless communications in the Community and the achievement· of  the internal market . 
oJ>jectiv~s for these services~  ·  ·  · ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
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t Need for a Community legislative measure 
o  Community regulatory action is necessary on licensing procedures, on ensuring spectrum availability 
and harmorusationas well as on standardiSation to ensure the development of Community-wide and 
pan-EuroJ)ean services through the introduction of  compatiJ>le UMfS services. For this puq)ose, 
diverging national administrative actions need to be avoided in order not to hinder or preVent the 
provision of Community-wide UMTS services and the free movement of  related equipment and services. 
In the framework ofexisting EU legislation including the Licensing Directive
3
, the purpose·ofthe  . 
decision is to provide without delay for specific solutions regarding UMTS  w~ich the Licensing 
Directive alone cannot provide.  ,  . 
•  The principle of  proposing legislative measures in order to facilitate the harmonised introduction of 
UMTS in the European Union has received broad. support from all actors involved including the 
industry; on 1 Decembe'r 1997, the Council invited the Commission to present a proposal for a decision 
~Yearly 1998.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
impact on Busin~ss 
Directly, this decision will affect the whole telecommunications industry and .in particular all existing and 
potential UMTS system operators and service operators, as well as the manufacturing industry. Indirectly, it 
will affect the whole economy given the importance of  the telecommunications sector. 
The decision would provide confidence to industry that there is  ~litical will to make UMTS a  success: As  . 
for GSM, Europe should be again positioned in a leading role for creating ~  global "wireless Information  · 
Society". Consumers and the whole society will benefit from technological progress created by UMTS.  . 
The European market  for  cellul~r mobile services including UMTS sei:vices is expected to reach in  the year 
2005 over 100 BECU annual revenues with some 200 million subscribers.  The'  global market is expected to 
grow even faster, in partieular in Asia. A strong home market in Europe would provide the best conditions  ·· 
for European 'industry to compete in other parts of the 'World.  · · 
This decision will also facilitate entry into the market of small and medium size telecommunications 
enterprises and compete with other organisations in a liberalised environment Although no specific 
measures in the proposal address SMEs as such, the decision calls 'for l'm open standard whicf\ will enable 
SMEs 'to compete.  . 
.  . 
The decision is addressed io Member States.· Sp~cific  conditi~ns for. ha~onisation  will apply to them in the 
general fram~work of existing legislation. The industry is bound by existing Community legislation .. 
9.3. lFollow,.Up and-Evaluation of  tbe action 
..  0  The. need for a specific regUlatory action has been analysed in two commuriieatiorls .~d  has. 
received broad support from the industry, from the Council and from  ~e  Parl~ament (resolution to 
be adopted on 28 January 1998).  · 
o  Harmonisation is under way through CEPTin several other areas· of telecommunications such 
DCS  1800, DECT, Satellite p<?rsomil communications. The result of the work is included in ERC  · 
decisions which are then implemented into the national regulatOry regime of each ·Member States 
under the supervision of the Commission.  ·  · 
o  The proposed action lays down a procedure pursuant to which the Commission shall keep 
development-in the field ofUMTS under review· and report to the European Parliament and the 
Council on the effectiveness of action taken pursuant to the Decision aftet two years (see Article 
l5,of the proposed decision). The working plan and results achieved will be reviewed and the need 
for further harmonisation 'measures will be reviewed: ' '  '  '  .  .  . 
3 Directive 97/13/EC of the European Parliament and of  the Council of 10  April1997 on a common 
framework for general authorisations and individual licenses in the field of  telecommunications 
services (OJ L 117 of7.5.97, p.l5)  . 
25  ' 10. Administrative Expenses 
·The effective use of administrative resources. necessary shall be subject to yearly decisions by the 
Commission on the allocation of  resources, taking into account hu,man resources and additional 
budgetary resources allocated by budgcrtary authorities: 
10.1. Impact on Employment 
Type of  employment  Work force allocated  of which  Duration 
pennanent  temporary  existing  additional 
resources  resources  · 
Officials or  A  I  1  .  4 years 
temporary agents  B 
c 
Other resources 
Total  4 years 
10.2. Global Financial impact on additim:aal human resources 
None· 
1.0.3. Increase in other cost!' resulting from the action 
The cost of  using the Licensing Committee created under the Licensing Directive 97/13/EC of 10.4.97 
is covered by the financial commitment under the Licensing Directive and also used in the framework 
of the Council and European Parliament Decision 710/97 of 24.3.97 on a co-ordinated authorisation 
approach in the field ofsatellite personal communications services.in the Community .. 
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